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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, all spaces are T, -spaces and all mappings are continuous and onto. 
The letter N always denotes the positive integers. For a space X, we denote by rx 
the topology of X and by X(X) the family of all nonempty compact subsets of X. 
In [5], for a class % of topological spaces, Klebanov called a space a cp-extension 
of %? if Y is the image of the product space of members of %’ under a closed mapping. 
Especially, when % is the class of metric spaces, he called there Y a qqace. He 
succeeded in proving that a p-space Y is metrizable if Y is first countable [5, 
Theorem 6; 41, generalizing earlier metrization theorems for both La&rev spaces, 
that is, images of a metric space under a closed mapping, and for dyadic spaces. 
We generalize his result to the extent that a q-extension of La&rev spaces is metrizable 
if it is first countable, and we indicate similar results for p-extensions of paracompact 
a-spaces (in the sense of Okuyama [9]) and of stratifiable spaces (in the sense of 
Borges [2]). The main result provides a second step in solving the problem whether 
every first countable member is metrizable in the smallest class containing all 
metrizable spaces and closed under products and closed under closed mappings. 
For the sake of brevity, we denote by X(A) the product space II {X, : a E A} and 
for a family Z? of subsets of a space X and a point p E X, we write 
C(p,5q=n{HEx:pEH). 
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For the proof of the main theorem, we need some characterizations of LaSnev spaces. 
First, we introduce some terminology. A family R of subsets of a space X is called 
a CFfumily in X if for each K E%(X), the restriction 21 K is finite [7, Definition 
3.11, and is called compact-finite in X if for each K E Yt(X), 
{HEX: KnH#@) 
is finite [l]. Compact-finite + CF is already known. A family SY of subsets of a 
space X is called a k-network,for X whenever K c U with K E Yl(X) and U E rx, 
there exists a finite subfamily &, of SY such that 
%! is called a pseudobase for X if whenever K c U with K E Y{(X) and lJ E Q, 
there exists HE 2Y such that K c H c U. 
Lemma 1. For a Frechet space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is a LaSnev space. 
(2) X has a a-CF k-network. 
(3) X has a u-compact-finite k-network. 
(4) X has a u-compactYfinite, pairwise disjoint k-network. 
(5) X has a sequence {%I,,: n E N} of compactYfinite, pairwise disjoint covers of X 
such that %‘,,+, < %13, for each n and tf K c U with K E Y{(X) and U E rx, then there 
exists n,,E N such that 
KcS(K,%?,,)c U 
for every n B n,. 
Proof. The implications (1) S (2) + (3) + (4) are already known [7, Theorem 4.11. 
(5) + (4) is trivial. (3) + (4): Let 98 = U {B n: n E N} be a k-network for X, where 
for each n, %13, is compact-finite in X. Let P’,, be the partition of X generated by 
B13, u {X}. Then each 8,, is also compact-finite in X. Obviously U {P,,: n E N} is 
the required k-network for X. (4) + (5): Let U {a,,: n E N} be a k-network for X, 
where for each n, %I,, is a compact-finite, pairwise disjoint family of subsets of X. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that each B3, covers X. For each n E N, 
let 
.5Pn = A {B,,,: m s n}. 
Then {S,,: n E N} is the required one. This completes the proof. q 
For a family %! of subsets of a space X, we denote by d(x) the totality of finite 
unions of members of R. 
Lemma 2. Let 3 be a base for T~ and let 9 be a family of subsets of a space X with 
the property that if K c U with K E Z”(X) and B E 3, then there exists afinite subfamily 
9,) of 9 such that K c I_, 9,, c B. Then A (9) is a pseudobase ,for X. 
Since we use not only the result itself but also its proof in the next proof, we give 
a slight outline to the proof, which is almost the same as the argument in the proof 
of [6, Lemma 5.11. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let K c U with K E X(X) and U E rx. Then, using the normality 
of K, we can get a finite closed cover {C,: i G k} and a finite subfamily {B,: i G k} 
of %I such that 
CicB,, i=l,..., k, 
C=U{c,: isk}cU{B,: ick}c U. 
For each i, by the assumption there exists a finite subfamily 9, of 9 such that 
C’,CU%~~ B,. 
Then 9” = IJ {St;,: is k} is a finite subfamily of 9 such that 
ccl.J 9°C u, 
proving that A(9) is a pseudobase for X. 0 
The main theorem. A jirst countable cp-extension of LaSnev spaces is metrizable. 
Proof. We show that a first countable q-extension Y of LaSnev space is also a 
LaSnev space. Then Y is metrizable by the well-known theorem that a first countable 
LaSnev space is metrizable. 
By a result stated in [5, p. 3841, Y is the image of the product space X = 
X(N) x X(A) under a closed mapping f, where {X,: n E NJ is a family of LaSnev 
spaces and {X,,: LY E A} a family of compact metrizable spaces. By Lemma l(5), for 
each i E N there exists a k-network 
for X, such that { 9,,: j E N} satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) For each i, 9,; is a compact-finite, pairwise disjoint cover of X, and %;,+, < si,, 
je N. 
(2) If i E N and K c U with K E ,crt(X,) and U E r,,, then there exists j,E N such 
that for each j 2 jO, 
S( K, 9,,) c U. 
Let 
s,,={F,: A E _I,,}, i,jc N, 
A(n) = A,,, X. . . x n,,,,, n E N, 
n =U{A(n): nE N}. 
For each h=(h ,,..., h,)~A(n),n~ N, set 
F(A)=n{F,,: iGn}xn{X,: i>n}, 
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from which we choose a point x(h) arbitrarily. Since 
Y(A) =f({x(A 11 x X(A)) 
is a dyadic space with A( Y(A)) = K,, by [8, Theorem VIII, 111, Y(A) is a compact 
metrizable space. Therefore Y(A) admits a countable family {VA,: i E N} of closed 
subsets of Y(A) satisfying the following (3): 
(3) For each A E 11, {Int VA,,: n E N} forms a base for Y(A) and for each n, there 
exists a sequence {n,: ic N} of N such that 
V hn,+, = Int G,, iE N, 
n{Int VA,,,: iE N}= V,,. 
Let ~~:{x(A)}xx(A)+x(A) be the projection and let g*:X(A)+ Y(A) be the 
mapping such that 
fk(A)I x X(A)) = g,.p,. 
Set 
~(~)={F(A):AEA(~)}, HEN. 
Then each 9(n) is a pairwise disjoint cover of X(N) and satisfies the following: 
(4) For each n, 9(n + 1) < g(n), i.e., for each A E A(n), there exists only one 
(A(l),...,A(n))~n{./l(i): isn} 
such that 
F(A)=F(A(l))cF(A(rz-l))=...=F(A(l)). 
Since for each A E n(n), n E N, the family 
+?(A) = {ghii,( Vhcljm): m E N and i = 1,. . . , n} 
is countable, the family of all finite intersections and all finite unions of members 
of %(A) is also countable. So we can count it as 
G(A, l), G(A,2), . . . 
Construct a family 2 of subsets of X as follows: 
%‘= {H(A, m): m E N and A E Ii}, 
where 
H(h, m) = F(A) x G(A, m), A E (1, m E N. 
We introduce a binary relation - on X by the following: For p, q E X, p - q if and 
only if q E C( p, 2). We show that - is an equivalence relation on X. To see it, it 
suffices to show that if qe C(p, 33, then C(p, %) = C(q, 2). Since C(q, %f)c 
C( p, Ff) is trivial, we show the reverse relation. Assume that there exists H(A, i) E J?f 
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such that qEH(h,i) but p~H(h,i). Let AgA(n) for some n. Let rr,:X+X(N) 
and rz: X + X(A) be the projections. Then we have 
.0(x(A), 4q))) E V*(r)m, 
.0(x(A), rz(p)))E &r~rn 
for some A(t) E A(t) with t G n. By (3), there exists k E N such that 
.0(x(A), To)) E Vh<r~r Vh(r)rn  Vh(r)k =0. 
On the other hand, U {s(n): n E N} is a network for X(N). This implies r,(p) = 
n,(q). From these relations we have 
P e F(A) x g;:,,( V*(M), 
q g F(A) x gh:r)( Vh(r)k). 
But this is a contradiction to the assumption because 
F(A) x gh:r)( VA& E x. 
Let Z[X] be the quotient space Xl-- with the quotient mapping I: X + Z[X]. We 
define a mapping g : Z[X] + Y by 
g([pl) =f(p) for each P E X 
where [p] = C(p, ,%e) = t(p). We show that g is well defined. Let p = (x, y), q = 
(x’, y’) E X(N) x X(A) and p - q. Then obviously x = x’ holds. By assumption (l), 
we can take a local network { Fh,,: n E N} at x in X(N) such that 
{FAt,: n~N}cu{S(n): HEN} 
and fS,,+,= F^,, for each n. Then it is obvious that x(An) + x as n *CO. From the 
definition of -, we have 
f((x(A,), Y)) =f(x(L), Y’), n E N. 
Because of the continuity of A we have f(p) =f(q), implying that g is well defined. 
By [3, Proposition 2.131, g is a closed mapping such thatf= g. t. Set for each n, m E N, 
9(n,m)={f(H(A,m)):A~A(n)}. 
Claiml. Foreachn,m~N,~(n,m)isCFinY. 
Assume not, that is, for some K E .7t( Y) and for some n, m E N, Y( n, m)) K is 
not finite. From the first countability of Y it follows that there exists a convergent 
sequence {yk: k E N}+y in Y such that 
Y, ef(H(Ak, m)), k E N, 
where 
H(hk, m) # H(A,, m) 
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if k # s, k, s E N. For each k, there exists a point ( pI, qr) E X(N) x X(A) such that 
(PL, 4L) Ef-‘(YL) f- H(&, m). 
We write 
Pk=(PhI,PLr,... )EX(N), kE N. 
Since 9(n) is pairwise disjoint in X(N) by (l), we can choose an infinite subset 
N,, of N and some i,, with i,,~ n such that 
Phq1 f PW 3 Phi,, E ChQ 
F (hillCi f 6;A,i ‘/, 
if k # s, k, s E N,,. (Otherwise, we would come to the contradictory conclusion that 
H(hk, m) = H(h,, m) for infinitely many pairs k, s with k f s.) Because of the 
closedness of J; { pL,,, : k E N,,} clusters. But this is a contradiction because a compact 
finite family { &,,~ ),(, : k E N,,} is hereditarily closure preserving in X,, [7, Proposition 
3.81. This completes the proof of the claim. 
By the claim, if we set 
Y?=A{U{Y?(n,m): n,m~ N}} 
=.f(AW, 
then 9 is a a-CF family of subsets of Y. For each i E N, let rr,, :X(N) + X, be the 
projection. 
Claim 2. If K c U with K E YL(X( N)) and U E rX,,,), then there exists n,, E N and 
,$nite pairwise disjoint subfamilies 9,,(n) of 9,#( n), n z n,,, such that the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) KcU$(,(n)c Uand9Jn+l)<S,,(n) foreach nzn,,. 
(b) If K’c K n0 with K’E.:~C(X(N)) and Ot T~,,~,, then there exists SC,(n)‘c 
S”(n) for some n b n,, such that 
K’c U 9(,( n)‘c 0. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let K c U, where U is a basic open subset of the form 
U=n{U,: isi,,}Xn{X,: i>i,,} 
with U, E T*,, is i,,. Since for each is i(,, r,,(K)c U, and T,,(K)EWX~), by (2) 
there exists n(i) E N such that for each j 2 n(i) 
S(r,,(K), sz,) c U,. 
Let 
n,=Max{i,,n(l) ,..., n(i,))}. 
Then it is easy to see that for each n 2 n,, there exists a finite subfamily 4,(n) of 
9(n) satisfying (a). Recalling the argument of the proof of Lemma 2, we can easily 
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show that in the case when U E rXCNj, there exists n,,~ N and finite subfamilies 
9J n) of 9(n), n 2 n,,, satisfying (a). Repeating these processes and using (l), we 
can easily obtain SCo( n)’ for some n 2 n,. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 3. Z[X] has a base 3 for T~,~, such that 
B={t(Ux V): UET~,~), VETS and tC’(t(Ux V))= UX V}. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let x = (p, q) E X(N) x X(A) and [x] E 0 for an open set 0 of 
Z[X]. This implies that there exists U E T~(,,,, and WE 7X(Aj such that 
{p}x K,c Ux WC t-‘(O), 
where K, is a compact subset of X(A) such that 
K,=~{G(A,rn):q~G(h,m),m~NandA~A[p]}, 
where 
n[p]={hEn:pEF(h)}. 
The compactness of X(A) implies that there exists A,, . . . , Ak E A[ p], 
ml,mz,..., mk E N, k E N, such that 
K,q{G(A,,m,): isk}c W. 
In other words, by the definition of G(A,, m,), 
K, = f-l {g,,‘( Vp,n,): i G kl= W 
forsomepu,EA[p],nie Nforeachi=l,..., k. By assumption (3) on {If,,,}, we have 
K, c n {g,,‘(Int V,,,,): is k} c W 
for some s,, . . , sk E N. Letting 
V= n {g,,‘(Int V,,,,): is k}, 
we have 
C(x, s?)c ux vc t-‘(o). 
From the definition of -, it follows easily that 
fC’(f(UX V))= ux v. 
Hence we conclude that 93 is a base for Tzz[xl. 
Claim4. Let C,xCzc Ux Vcfp’(0) with OET~, C,EYC(X(N)), C,EYC(X(A)) 
and t( U x V) E 93. Then there exists a jinite subfamily Sf,, of 27 such that 
c, x c,c u x”c.f-‘(O). 
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Proof of Claim 4. By Claim 2, there exists n,, E N such that for each n 2 n, there 
exists a finite subfamily SO(n) of 9(n) satisfying (a) and (b) with K replaced with 
C, . Without loss of generality, we can assume that C, n F # (d for each FE So(n), 
n 3 n,. For each n 2 n,, let Y(n) be the totality of finite unions of members of X 
of the form 
u {F(A) x G(A, mh ): A E 4,(n)) 
covering C, x C, where 
9~,(n)={F(h):h~A,,(n)} 
for each n 3 n,. We set 
F=lJ{Y(n): nzn,,}. 
First, we show the inclusion 
(5) c,xc*cn9-c ux v. 
The first inclusion is trivia1 from the definition. To show the second, we assume 
the contrary. Then there exists a point x = (p, q) E X(N) x X(A) such that 
XEns-uxK 
Then [x] # [(p, q’)] for every q’E Cl because t( CJ x V) E 3. By the definition of - 
and by (3), there exist A (q’) E .4 [ p] and m(q’) E N such that 
q’E Int G(A(q’), m(q’)), 
q E G(A(q’), m(q’)) 
By the compactness of Cz, we can find a finite subset {ql, . . . , qk} of C, such that 
Czc u {G(A(qi), m(q,)): is k}, 
qEu{G(A(q,), m(q;)): isk], 
A(q,)EA[p] for each i= 1,. . , k. 
We let A(q,) c A(n(qc)) for each i = 1,. . . , k. If we set 
4= Maxin,,, n(q,), . . , n(dl, 
then we can take A()E A[p] n A(n[J. From the way of defining {G(A, m): m E: N}, 
it is easily seen that 
G(A,,, 4 =U {G(A(q,), dq,)): is kl 
for some m(,. For thus m,, we can construct a covering 
T=U{F(A)xG(A,m,): AEAJ~;)} 
of C, x Cz with m*,, = m, for A, E A,( nb). Thus defined T belongs to 9 but (p, q) g T 
This is a contradiction, proving (5). 
Next, we show the following (6): 
(6) C, x C2 c T c,f-‘( 0) for some finite intersection T of members of Z 
pexfensi0n.s of LaSnev yams 
Assume the contrary to (6). Since 9 is countable, we 
y={T,: iE N}. 
By the assumption, for each n E N, there exists 
x,=(p,,q,)En{Ti: iSn}-f-‘(O). 
Since IJ sO( n) c U for each n 3 n,, we have 
(7) {P”: n 2 n,} c u. 
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Before showing a contradiction under the assumption of the negation of (6), we 
settle the following (8): 
(8) Without loss of generality, we can assume that {p,,: n E N} converges to a 
point p. E C, as n + co. 
To see it, for each n 2 n,, we determine a unique member F(n) = F(A (n)) E So(n) 
such that 
(P,, qn)E F(A(n))x WA(n), m,,,Jc T,+,, 
for some k(n). Since C, n F(n) # 0 for each n, we take a point p: E C, n F(n). We 
note that C, is metrizable because C, has a GE-diagonal as the subspace of a u-space 
X(N). Therefore, we can assume that p: +p,, as n+a. To see that pn+pol let G 
be an arbitrary neighborhood of p. in X(N). Then there exists m E IV such that 
C,={p,,}u{p:,: nam}c G. 
By (b) of Claim 2, there exists a finite subfamily 3(,(k)’ of 9”(k) for some k 2 n, 
such that 
C,,c u S(,(k)‘c G. 
Since 9”(k) is pairwise disjoint, this combined with (a) implies 
{p,: i>Max{m, k}}cU S,,(k)‘c G, 
Hence p,, + p,, as n + co. From the compactness of X(A) it follows that 
(9) {(po, qn): n E IV} has a cluster point (po, qo) in X. 
Both (8) and (9) imply that ( po, qo) is a cluster point of {x,,: n E N} in X. Therefore 
we have S( ( po, 9”)) t? 0, and consequently 
(10) f(( PO, 90)) af(c, x Cd. 
For n = n,,, let 
S”(n,)‘={F(A): A Ell~(n,,)} 
be a subfamily of 9,J n,) such that U 9J n,)’ contains a cut Z( n,,) of { pn: n E IV} 
and each F(A) E 9,J n,)’ contains infinitely many p,,, where a cut Z(n,) of {p,} 
means Z( no) = { ph: k 3 k,} for some k,. Such 9(,( n,,)’ exists because 9( no) is com- 
pact-finite in X(N). For n = n,,+ 1, let 
be a subfamily of 3,,(n,,+ 1) such that U $-,,(n,,+ 1)’ contains a cut Z(n,,+ 1) of 
Z( no) and each F(h) t sJn,,+ 1)’ contains infinitely many members of Z(n,,+ 1). 
Inductively, we choose a cut Z(n) of Z( n - 1) and a subfamily 
3,“,,(n)‘=(F(A): AE.I:,(n)J 
of s,)(n) with that property for n 2 II,,. Let {0,,: n E N} be a decreasing open 
neighborhood base at.f’((p,,, qo)) in Y. For each A E ,1:,(n), n 2 n,,, let {V,,,,,: iE NJ 
be a decreasing neighborhoood base at.f’((x(A), 9(,)) in Y(A), where k(1) < k(2)< 
. . . and 
( v,,,,,: i E N} = ( y,,,: n E N}. 
Let us assume that: 
For each n 3 n,,, there exists A,, t _I:,( n) such that 
(F(A,,)xg,,,,‘(V,,,,,,,))n(C,xC~)fC/) 
for each it N. 
Since obviously x(A,,) + p,, as n + CCI, there exists an infinite subset N, of N such 
that for each n E N, there exists k(n) E N such that VA,,kc,,, c O,,. For each n E N, , 
take a point ( p:,, 9:,) from the intersection 
(F(A,,)xg,,,‘(V,,,,~,,,,))n(C,xC,) 
That pi, E F(h,,) for each n E N, implies pi, + p,) as n + CC. Since 9:t E CI, n E N, , by 
the same argument as to (9), {(pi,, 9:1): n t N,} has a cluster point (p,,, 9;)) in X. 
Obviously .f( ( p,,, q:,)) l .f’( C, x C2), and consequently by (10) we have .f’( (p,), 9,))) # 
,f’( ( p,,, q;,)). On the other hand, the sequence {(x( A,, ), 9{,): n E N,} has a cluster point 
( po, 9;)) in X. Therefore, by virtue of first countability of Y there exists an infinite 
subset N2 of N, such that {.f‘((_~(/\,,), q:,)): II E N,} converges to .f‘(( p,,, 9:))) in Y. 
From the method of choice of {9il}, it follows that 
.f‘((x(A,,), q:,)) f 0,) 
for each n E N,. Hence {,f‘((x(h,,), 9:,)): n E N2} converges to ,f‘(( p,,, q,,)) in Y In a 
Hausdortf space, {.f’((-~(h,,), 9:,)): n t N,} never converges to different points 
,f’(( p(,, q,,)) and ,f(( p,,, 9:))). Hence, by this contradiction we can conclude that for 
some II E N the following is true: 
U{F(A)xg,‘(V,,,,):At.~i,(n)}n(C‘,xC?)=Ci), 
Now, we show that we can get a contradiction under the assumption of the 
negation of (6). Since U .F,),,( n)’ contains a cut of {p,,: n E N} and 
n{g,‘(V*,,,):ht,l:,(n)} 
is a neighborhood of q,, in X(A), infinitely many (p,,, 9,,) belong to 
r’=U{F(A)xg,,‘(V,,,,):h~.l:,(n)}. 
But we can easily construct a member 
such that T n T’ = S. This is a contradiction to the choice of {( p,,, q,l): n E N}. Hence 
we have 
n{T,: i~m}cf~‘(O) 
for some m, which proves (6). 
From the method of the construction of % and 9 it follows that T c n {T,: i 6 m} 
for some T E 3. This completes the proof of Claim 4. 
Finally, we settle the following claim: 
Claim 5. 9 is a k-network,for Y. 
Proof of Claim 5. First, we note thatf is a compact-covering mapping [3, 5.5.11(c)], 
i.e., for every K E .%( Y) there exists L E rC( X) such that f(L) = K. This implies 
L(K)= t(L)t3%(Z[X]) and g(L(K))= K. 
From Claim 4, we easily see the following (1 I): 
(11) lfC~U~V~f~‘(W)forC~7C(X),~(UxV)E%?and WET,,,thenthere 
exists a finite subfamily xc, of %! such that 
From (11) we can show the validity of Claim 5. In fact, let K c W with K E 7”( Y) 
and WE ry. Then we have L(K) c gm’( W), from which by using Claim 3 and the 
proof of Lemma 2, we can find a finite cover {L:: i s k} of L(K) and {B,: i s k} c 28 
such that 
L:c Bicgm’( W) and L{E.~~(Z[X]) 
for each i. Easily we can take {L,: i s k} c yLt( X) satisfying the following: 
GL,) = G, L=~{L,: is-k), 
L,c rC’(B,)cf’( W), i= 1,. ., k. 
For each i, by (11) there exists a finite subfamily x(i) of % such that 
L, c U x(i) cf’-‘( W). 
Thus we have 
where 7&, = I.J {R(i): is k} is a finite subfamily of %?. Since f(U R(,) c 9, 9 forms 
a k-network for Y. By Lemma 1, Y is a LaSnev space. This completes the proof. 0 
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Remark. By the same method as above, we can show the following: (1) A first 
countable q-extension of paracompact a-spaces is also a paracompact a-space, 
where a space is called a a-space if it has a a-locally finite network [9]. 
(2) A first countable q-extension of stratitiable spaces is also stratifiable, where 
stratifiable spaces are due to [2]. But we do not know whether a first countable 
q-extension of developable spaces is developable. 
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